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Abstract. The article presents current state of affairs in several projects conducted by the Slovak National Corpus department of the L’. Štúr Institute of Linguistics, Slovak Academy of Sciences. We describe the Slovak National Corpus,
Corpus of Spoken Slovak, tools used for linguistics analysis and an ongoing effort
to create Slovak WordNet.

1 Slovak National Corpus
The Slovak National Corpus is a huge, representative corpus of modern written Slovak
(since the 1953 orthography reform). Currently, the whole corpus contains over 700
million tokens. There are several specialised subcorpora (ﬁction, professional texts,
journalistic texts, original Slovak ﬁction, balanced subcorpus, texts written until 1989).
The corpus is automatically lemmatised and morphologically annotated and is indexed
using the Manatee software [Ryc00]. To query the corpus, there are two possibilities
– ﬁrst, the users can use multiplatform (Tcl/Tk) Bonito client to access the Manatee
server, using its own protocol. This approach provides the users with complete access to
all the advanced querying, sorting and statistical features of the server, however requires
installation of a specialized software. The other possibility is to use web based access,
where only basic features are present. In both cases, the search interface provides CQL
compatible query syntax.
However, in the last few years the ability of an average user to install arbitrary software (and use anything that is not web-based) declined considerably, and new corpus
users often face an insurmountable obstacle in downloading, unpacking and running the
Bonito client. Because of this, we are considering transfer of the corpus to Manatee-2,
which provides complete web-based interface as a replacement of the Tcl/Tk client.
A separate corpus (although part of the whole Slovak National Corpus project) is a
manually morphologically annotated corpus, whose main purpose is to be a source of
train data for Slovak language tagger (and, to a lesser extent, for morphology annotation
tools).
The size of the Slovak National Corpus source archives is 46 GB, however, a substantial percentage of this are original scan images (when converted into raw XML text,
the size is about 6 GB uncompressed).
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of Bonito client

2 Corpus of Spoken Slovak
Corpus of Spoken Slovak is a project to record reasonable amount of sound samples
of contemporary Slovak, together with their manual phonemic transcription, automatic
lemmatisation and morphosyntactic analysis. At the time of writing, the corpus contains
about 160 hours of sound recordings, corresponding to 1.2 million tokens. Since the
transcription is done manually (no reasonably accurate transcription software exists),
the remaining task of morphosyntactic analysis is exactly the same as with the Slovak
National Corpus texts.
The archive is kept in FLAC format, and we convert the whole recordings into
Ogg/Vorbis and Ogg/Speex formats (for easier handling and transcription) and for the
ﬁnal linking through the corpus web interface we split the ﬁles into small chunks
corresponding to dialogue turns. The source archive size is currently over 200 GB.
One of our primary goals was to make this corpus unencumbered by usual copyright
and privacy concerns that plague similar projects. We have to take care not only of copyright law, but also the law on protection of personal data [Ná05]. We do this by removing
any sensitive information (e.g. personal names) before including the recordings in the
archive, and by including only those recordings where we have explicite expression of
consent by all the relevant participants to include the recordings in our archive.
For transcription, we are using the transcriber software [BGWL01], with a detailed
set of tags to annotate both internal speech features and external sound events inﬂuencing the recorded discourse.
Access to the corpus can be performed in two (almost independent) ways. One of
them uses standard Bonito client, in the same way as the preferred access to the main
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Slovak National Corpus. Each token provides following attributes: pron, lemma, tag,
dcount. pron is the transcribed pronunciation, lemma and tag come from the standard
automatic morphosyntactic annotation, dcount is the possible number of lemma-tag
pairs.
The other way to access the corpus is to use specialized web interface, offering
addional visual representation of transcription and annotation, as well as links to sound
recordings themselves.

Fig. 2. Screenshot of Corpus of Spoken Slovak web interface
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Table 1. Example of annotation of Corpus of Spoken Slovak trancriptions
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3 Linguistic analysis
The foundation of all subsequent analysis is assignment of unique lemma and tag
combination to all the words in the analysed text (e.g. in our corpus). This is realised
as a two stage process, ﬁrst stage is morphosyntactic analysis, i.e assignment of all the
possible lemma-tag pairs to a given token. Second stage is disambiguation – selection
of one (correct) lemma-tag pair for a given word. We collected semi-automatically
complete paradigms for 74 000 lemmata[Gar06] and stored manually veriﬁed and into
a wiki-based database[Gar08]. The database contains complete paradigms, with an
exception for third person plural of L-participle, where we keep only tag for general
gender (všeobecný rod, tag ‘h’), since the forms of all the other genders are identical,
and the paradigm is then automatically expanded to cover all the existing genders with
corresponding tags. The morphological analysis then consists from looking up all the
possible tags and lemmata for a given word form, and from guessing possible lemmata
and tags for words not present in the database.
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Table 2. Paradigm of the verb mat’

3.1 Guessing
Quite an important part of the analysis is assigning a lemma-tag pair to words that
are not present in the morphological database. While a reliable determining of lemma,
part of speech and morphological tag when given an unknown word is impossible, it
is nevertheless desirable to obtain at least some information about those words. E.g.
even if we guess lemma incorrectly, getting at least correct part of speech will help in
eventual subsequent syntactic annotation. Our guessing is based on sufﬁx similarity –
ﬁrst, during the training phase, we build an array of sufﬁces of existing wordforms. We
use ﬁxed length of 3 characters (determined empirically). During the guessing phase,
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if the unknown word starts with a capital letter and is not situated at the beginning of
a sentence, it is assumed to be a noun or a adjective (most common parts of speech
for proper names), otherwise it could be also a verb, participle, adverb or a numeral.
Special provision is implemented for potential adjectives beginning with the preﬁx najand verbs beginning with the preﬁx ne- (for superlatives and negated verbs).
3.2 Disambiguation
The second step is disambiguation, where each word is assigned a unique lemma and
a morphosyntactic tag out of the possibilities assigned in the ﬁrst step. For disambiguation, we use morče, an averaged perceptron model originally used for the Czech
language tagging [SHRS09], re-trained on the Slovak manually annotated corpus.
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Table 3. Example of an automatically morphosyntactically tagged sentence from the Slovak
National Corpus

4 WordNet
There is currently an ongoing effort in collaboration with Technical University of Košice
in building a basic Slovak WordNet database. We plan to use the database as a skeleton
of a basic English-Slovak-German-Polish-Lithuanian dictionary1. The building process
consists of mapping automatically generated Slovak synsets to English synsets from
WordNet v.3.0. The synset generation has been described in [Gen09]; the synsets are
manually corrected before being added to the database. We use special annotation to
mark synsets that do not have clear English equivalent. Our goal is to build synsets
containing ten thousand most frequent words from the Slovak National Corpus (nouns,
adjectives, verbs and adverbs), together with a complete set of their hypernyms (i.e.
each Slovak synset will have a hypernym, unless mapped to those few English synsets
that do not have a hypernym).
1

As part of the Slovak Online (Lifelong Learning Programme DG EAC/31/08) project.
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POS
synsets %
noun
4669 51.6
verba
1895 21.0
adjective 2265 25.0
adverbs
214 2.4
a

Negated verbs are not in the database.

Table 4. POS Composition of Slovak Wordnet Database
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